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ABSTRACT
It is well known that the emotional state of a speaker
usually alters the way she/he speaks. Although all the
components of the voice can be affected by emotion in
some statistically-significant way, not all these deviations
from a neutral voice are identified by human listeners as
conveying emotional information.
In this paper we have carried out several perceptual and
objective experiments that show the relevance of prosody
and segmental spectrum in the characterization and
identification of four emotions in Spanish.
A Bayes classifier has been used in the objective
emotion identification task. Emotion models were
generated as the contribution of every emotion to the buildup of a Universal Background Emotion Codebook.
According to our experiments, surprise is primarily
identified by humans through its prosodic rubric (in spite of
some automatically-identifiable segmental characteristics);
while for anger the situation is just the opposite. Sadness
and happiness need a combination of prosodic and
segmental rubrics to be reliably identified.

1. INTRODUCTION
As speech recognition rates and speech synthesis
naturalness approach the performance of humans, some
issues that were known to be involved in speech production
and perception but were regarded as secondary, now
deserve a new close-up in speech research. Expressive or
emotional speech is one of these new relevant issues.
Emotions are mental states that, consciously or not, can
catalyze physiological reactions for appraisal or adaptation
purposes [1][2]. Some of these prototypical patterns of
change can be externally perceived because one of the main
functions of human emotions is communicative. Among
these physiological alterations that can be used for
conveying emotional information to another person, voice
changes are some of the most important ones.
Most experiments carried out in emotion identification
try to determine the features that best predict the emotional
content of one voice recording using the standard trainingtesting paradigm [3][4]. However, it will be shown that
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people are able to identify the emotion using some
emotion-specific patterns. These prototypical voice rubrics
are significantly different from one another, allowing the
emotional state to be communicated, but they are not
necessarily the only features with relevant variations from
one emotion to another one, or from an emotional voice to
a neutral one [5].
The paper is organized as follows: first a description of
the database and the perceptual experiments is provided.
Then, the automatic emotion identification process is
described, from feature extraction to automatic emotion
modeling and discussion of the results. Finally, some
conclusions are drawn.
2. DATABASE DESCRIPTION AND HUMAN
EVALUATION EXPERIMENTS
In this work, the Spanish Emotional Speech database (SES)
[9] is being used. It contains two emotional speech
recording sessions played by a professional male actor in an
acoustically treated studio. Each recorded session includes
thirty words, fifteen short sentences and three paragraphs,
simulating three basic or primary emotions (sadness,
happiness and anger), one secondary emotion (surprise)
and a neutral speaking style. The text uttered by the actor
did not convey any intrinsic emotional content. Finally, the
recorded database was phonetically labeled in a
semiautomatic way.
The assessment of the emotional voice was aimed at
judging the appropriateness of the recordings as a model
for recognizable emotional speech [6]. Table 1 includes the
confusion matrix of the identification task using real speech
from the actor, and the results show that the subjects had no
difficulty in identifying the emotion that was simulated by
the professional actor, and the diagonal numbers are clearly
above the chance level. A Chi-square test refutes the null
hypothesis, with a confidence level above 95%, that it
could not have been obtained from a random selection
experiment.
The sum of each line in the table is not 100 %, because
the unidentified option was also offered to the listeners, and
sometimes it was chosen.
The last row of Table 1 shows the precision of the
identification task, defined as the number of times the
listeners correctly identified that emotion divided by the
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number of times they identified it (correctly or incorrectly).
Although intended happiness and neutral were the most
difficult emotions to identify, the precision figures show
that sadness was the less precisely identified emotion
because of its confusion with happiness and neutral. In
spite of its low recall figure (76.2%), neutral voice has the
highest precision (the listeners had a certain tendency to
over-identify emotions).
Table 1: Emotion identification rates by human
listeners in the SES database
IDENTIFIED EMOTION
INTENDED
Happiness Anger Surprise Sadness Neutral
EMOTION
61.9%
7.9%
11.1%
9.5%
3.2%
Happiness
95.2%
Anger
90.6%
1.6%
3.2%
Surprise
81.0%
7.9%
4.8%
Sadness
76.2%
3.2%
6.3%
1.6%
7.9%
Neutral
PRECISION
84.8%
87.0%
83.8%
81.0%
92.3%

This first experiment shows the ability of human
listeners in the emotion identification task in spite of not
being familiar with the voice or the patterns of the actor.
However, we would need to know what clues in his voice
were responsible for this easy identification.
In order to answer this question, we designed another
experiment: Twenty one listeners, non of which was used
to listening synthetic speech, were involved in a resynthesis test comprising 5 neutral-content sentences from
the database. As 4 emotions and a neutral voice had to be
evaluated, 25 different recordings per listener were used. In
these experiments, only one listening session per subject
was allowed and no feedback was provided along the test to
avoid the listeners to learn the patterns in a supervised way.
In each session, the audio recordings of the stimuli were
presented to the listener in a random way and each text
segment of text was played up to 3 times.
The stimuli recordings were generated by resynthesizing neutral recordings with emotional prosody
and vice versa, by re-synthesizing emotional recordings
with a neutral prosody, using a PSOLA-like prosodymodification algorithm. When using neutral speech with
superimposed emotional prosody, surprise was the best
identified emotion (76.2%), followed by sadness (66.65%),
happiness (19%) and anger (7.1%). When using neutral
prosody superimposed to emotional speech, anger was the
best identified emotion (95.2%), followed by happiness
(52.4%), sadness (45.2%) and surprise (9.5%).
This experiment gives interesting clues regarding the
clues responsible for emotion identification: surprise is
mostly identified through its prosodic rubric, anger is
communicated by segmental patterns in our actor’s speech,
and there is a mixture of both factors in the identification of
sadness and happiness.
In the rest of the paper, we will describe the task of

evaluating till what extent these findings are actually
supported by objective evidence, by using an automatic
emotion identification system. This system will use, in turn,
segmental or/and prosodic related features, so that we will
be able to determine the importance of both rubrics in the
identification of every emotion, and their correlation with
the experiments using humans in the identification task.
3. EMOTION IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM
In this work we are not concerned with the optimization of
an emotion identification task, but with relating the findings
of the perceptual experiments to the results of an automatic
emotion identification system. Due to that, instead of using
a great amount of features, related parameters and complex
pattern recognition classifiers as other research groups [10],
we will base the paper on the wide qualitative studies
described in [6] and summarized in the previous section.
3.1. Feature extraction
In this work, we have used the following features
related to the segmental and prosodic rubrics described
above. More precisely:
 Segmental features: We selected the MFCC as
representative features of the segmental information,
which have demonstrated a reasonable performance in
similar emotion identification tasks [4].
 Prosodic features: Following the results of [7], we
decided to focus on F0 related features, leaving energy,
duration and speech-rate-related features for future
work. Six parameters have been computed from the F0
contour: average F0, F0 standard deviation, F0 average
variation, minimum F0, maximum F0 and F0 range.
The segmental and suprasegmental information has
been extracted using different strategies:
 The MFCC segmental features have been calculated
using Matlab Auditory Toolbox (by Interval Research
Corp.), extracting 13 MFCC per frame, using 25 ms
window length every 10ms, with a Hamming windowing
and a pre-emphasis factor of 0.97.
 The prosodic features have been calculated by
processing voiced segments: Every paragraph has been
automatically split in voiced and unvoiced segments
using PRAAT. The F0 contour was extracted every 8 ms
and then divided to voiced segments. This strategy
(instead of calculating prosody features at frame rate
such as in [8]) provides a more robust suprasegmental
information, while reducing the number of available
vectors for training.
All the training features were extracted from the
paragraphs in the SES corpus and then, the identification
process has been carried out using the available sentences.
In the MFCC case this is not a problem, but when using the
prosodic features, this will affect the identification rates
because the prosody contours in the paragraphs are
smoother than in the sentences (the reason for this is that
the actor had more time to transmit the intended emotion).
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3.2. Emotion Modeling
We have modeled every emotion as its contribution to each
of the 256 centroids to a Universal Background Emotion
Codebook (UBEC), generated with the training vectors of
all emotions. In [8][9], an alternative modeling for emotion
identification in the SES database is used, where the same
emotions where modeled, excluding surprise, with a similar
strategy. Figure 1 shows the general procedure for model
training.
TRAIN
TRAINDATABASE
DATABASE
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Anger,Surprise,
Surprise,
Sadness
Sadnessand
andNeutral
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Anger
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Surprise
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Neutral
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Happiness
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Happiness
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97.6%
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Table 2: Confusion matrix when using segmental
features for emotion identification
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one is based on prosody (using supra-segmental models
related to the prosodic rubrics mentioned in section 2).
As mentioned in section 3.1, segmental and prosodic
training information were extracted from the paragraphs
and the evaluation was carried out using the short sentences
of the SES corpus. This mismatch between the training and
test sets, in addition to a smaller amount of data in the
prosodic model generation, has contributed to achieve
worse results with the prosodic classifier.
Table 2 shows the confusion matrix obtained when
trying to identify the underlying emotion with the classifier
based on segmental information, and Table 3 shows the
confusion matrix when using the prosodic one.
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Table 3: Confusion matrix when using the prosodic
features for emotion identification
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Figure 1: Emotion model generation procedure
In order to evaluate models using segmental and
prosodic information, two models were generated for each
emotion in the SES database:
 The first model was obtained using around 140,000
MFCC vectors.
 The second model was obtained from 6,100 vectors
composed of the 6 F0-related features, extracted from
the F0 contour of the voiced segments, as described
above.
This significant difference in the amount of training
data would lead to a different behavior depending on which
model is used.
3.3. The bayesian classifier
We have used a Bayes classifier to implement our emotion
recognizer, in which the probability of a certain emotion
given the acoustic evidence is calculated by accumulating
the probabilities of frames/voiced_segments depending on
the classifier being used.
3.4. Identification results and discussion
We have carried out two automatic emotion identification
experiments using the classifier described in the previous
sections. The first one is based on MFCC features (emotion
identification using segmental models related to the
segmental rubrics mentioned in section 2) and the second

IDENTIFIED EMOTION
INTENDED
Happiness Anger Surprise Sadness Neutral
EMOTION
44.4% 17.8%
24.4%
0.0% 13.3%
Happiness
4.4%
0.0% 15.6%
31.1% 48.9%
Anger
95.6%
0.0%
0.0%
4.4%
0.0%
Surprise
0.0%
6.7%
0.0% 75.6% 17.8%
Sadness
20.0% 13.3%
0.0%
0.0% 66.7%
Neutral
PRECISION
47.6% 59.5%
76.8% 100.0% 48.8%

In the subjective evaluation sessions, happiness was the
most difficult emotion to identify. However, attending to
the segmental classifier, happiness identification rate is
high (91.1%), with also a high precision (97.6%). In the
prosodic experiment, happiness has been the worst
identified emotion (44.4%); with a high confusion rate
(47.6% precision).
Anger is the second best identified emotion in the
segmental experiment (97.8% accuracy). However, it is the
less precisely identified emotion (67.7%), with a high
confusion with neutral (26.7%) and surprise (28.9%).
Prosodically, anger is the second worst identified emotion
(48.9%) and the precision is also low when using F0related information (59.5%).
Surprise is poorly identified by segmental means
(68.9%), but the identification is very precise (91.2%). On
the contrary, using the prosodic recognizer, surprise is the
best identified emotion (95.6%), with the second highest
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precision (76.8%).
The nature of sadness, according to the objective
experiments, has proven to be unique, with a high
identification accuracy and high precision by both
segmental and prosodic means. The automatic system was
able to outperform humans, due to the speaker-dependent
training.
To summarize the results from the two experiments:
 The identification based in segmental information shows
high accuracy for happiness, anger and sadness; and
lower for surprise and neutral (which are less
segmentally-salient). Prediction precision is higher for
anger: the trained system exhibits a certain tendency to
over-identify anger (the emotion with most segmental
emotion) and to under-identify neutral and surprise (the
less segmental), and most of the confusion involves
exactly this 3 emotions.
 The identification based on prosodic features shows that
surprise (the most prosodic according to subjective
evaluation) and sadness are the best identified emotions.
Low-pitched sadness is never confused, while highpitched happiness is the most easily-confused emotion.
The estimation of pitch in a fully automatic way is very
difficult for a menacing anger.
Finally, we performed an experiment of score fusion
using a simple weighted linear combination, leading to the
results shown in Table 4, in which we can see that the fused
classifier outperforms the results obtained by the other two.
Table 4: Confusion matrix when fusing the segmental
and prosodic based classifiers
IDENTIFIED EMOTION
INTENDED
Happiness Anger Surprise Sadness Neutral
EMOTION
95.6%
0.0%
2.2%
0.0%
2.2%
Happiness
0.0%
0.0%
2.2%
2.2% 95.6%
Anger
93.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
6.7%
Surprise
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0% 100.0%
Sadness
0.0% 13.3%
0.0%
0.0% 86.7%
Neutral
PRECISION
97.7% 86.0%
97.7% 100.0% 92.9%

A detailed analysis of the results summarized in Table 4
showed that the spectral and prosodic information modeling
is complementary, so that the combination of both sources
improves the final identification accuracy.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have carried out several perceptual and
objective experiments that show the relevance of prosody
and segmental spectrum in the characterization and
identification of four emotions in Spanish.
According to our experiments, surprise is primarily
identified by humans through its prosodic rubric (in spite of
some automatically-identifiable segmental characteristics);
while for anger the situation is just the opposite: it is better
transmitted and detected using segmental patterns. Finally,

sadness and happiness need a combination of prosodic and
segmental rubrics to be reliably identified. The results of
the proposed classifier are validated as they are clearly in
line with the qualitative behavior of human listeners in the
emotion identification task.
Objective evaluation shows that the information from
both the prosodic and segmental spectrum rubrics is
complementary, so that both of them should be used in
order to improve emotional speech processing systems
(specially taking into account that we provide a perceptual
based explanation for such complementary behavior).
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